Abstract. With more and more lecture videos are available on the Internet, on-line learning and e-learning are getting increasing concerns because of many advantages such as high degree of interactivity. The semantic content discovery for lecture video is a key problem. In this paper, we propose a Multi-modal LDA model, which discovers the semantic topics of lecture videos by considering audio and visual information. Specifically, the speaking content and the information of presentation slides are extracted from the lecture videos. With the proposed inference and learning algorithm, the semantic topics of the video can be discovered. The experimental results show that the proposed method can effectively discover the meaningful semantic characters of the lecture videos.
Introduction
Lecture videos are knowledge sources, intellectual properties of university and material for multimedia course ware and teaching evaluation. Compared with text in the book, lecture videos have many unique advantages: it is more salient and attractive, so it grabs users attention instantly; it carries more visual information that can be comprehended more quickly. Data, speech and digital TV broadcast are regarded as the most considerable contents of online learning or e-learning, which are rapidly emerging in the world, and separate education to students distributed around the world. According to the booming of Internet and digital technology, Internet based distance learning has many advantages such as high degree of interactivity, a variety of courses are available at any time, uses less bandwidth.
To give background, Web Based Training is a computer-based educational service that uses Internet to support distance learning. This technology is becoming popular for providing university courses and business training so that it allows students to learn wherever they are. Therefore, how to mine the related knowledge and corresponding multimedia from the Internet is a key for online-learning. In this paper, we propose a system classifying videos into categories, so users can efficiently find their interesting multimedia sources from the Internet. Furthermore, users can publish their notes or comments for some lectures and share with others through the network. This makes a community for online-learning, which is interactive and interesting. Therefore, the contentbased multimedia information retrieval is a critical issue for our system.
Different from general multimedia content on the Internet, lecture videos contain many information sources. Specially, a lecture video contains the speaking content and the presentation slides for the lecture, as shown in Fig. 1 . Furthermore, there are some scripts, user's notes or PowerPoint for the lecture on the Internet. The fusion of all these information is important for content-based multimedia retrieval. Therefore, we propose Multi-modal LDA model to achieve the goal.
As shown in Fig. 1 , our system first segments each video into shots, and obtains two kinds of information from each shot: the speaking content and the presentation slides. Regards to the speaking content, we extract what the speaker has said by Automatic Speech Recognition (ASR). For the content of slides, we first extract key frames of the shot, which is defined as the frame that contains the slides of lecture. Since the lecture video usually containing two kinds of frames: one is an image of speaker, the other is an image of slides, so it is obviously that the frames which contain slides are defined as key frame. After key frame extraction, we extract what the slide shown by Optical Character Recognition (OCR). Therefore, we obtain two sets of texts from the shot and they are treated as evidences for semantic content analysis.
After that, we propose a model to discover semantic content from the obtained evidences. Our model is derived from topic model, which is originally proposed for text processing and generates the topics to describe a distribution of words, for example, probability Latent Semantic Analysis (pLSA) [1] [2] and Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [3] . Specifically, LDA is a generative prob-abilistic model introduced, and it is a three-level hierarchical Bayesian probabilistic model that a mixture of a latent set of distributions of discrete semantic data to set topics. Our multi-modal LDA model is derived from LDA model.
In this model, we have two evidence variables, w and l, corresponding to speaking content and the presentation slides in the video. They are generated from topic z, which indicates the semantic topic of the shot. The document corresponds to a video.
2 Multi-modal LDA model for Semantic Topic Discovery
Evidence extraction
Before we classifying videos by semantic information, we need to extract it by the methods. In lecture video, speakers teach knowledge to students or Internet users through speaking and showing slides, so semantic information can be extracted from lectures oral presentation and slides. ASR extracts semantic information from the speaking through capturing spoken words and then connects words to form a sentence. It is a computer-driven method which transcribes spoken language into text, so the semantic information can be read in real time. To ensure ASR working normal, it must follows three steps. The system will capture the words that are recording by any storage device, and then converts the digital signals of the speaking into syllables or even phoneme directly. This is referred as feature analysis. Next, the system will match the spoken syllables to a phoneme sequence that is kept in an acoustic model database. This is called pattern classification. Finally, the system tries to make sense what is being said by comparing the word phonemes from a language model database. Based on ASR, speech information can be extracted.
OCR extracts semantic information on slides through scanning and translating image of handwritten, typewritten or printed text into machine-encoded text. An OCR system recognizes the fixed static shape of the characters and uses a dictionary to match recognized words, so that it can increase recognition rates. Through this technology, the semantic information on slides can be extracted.
Multi-modal LDA model
The Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm is constructed to converge to the target distribution [4] . As a sampling method deriving from MCMC algorithm, Thomas reaches the target distribution by using Gibbs Sampler, which is a heat bath algorithm in statistical physics and the next state is reached by sequentially sampling all variables from their distribution when conditioned on the current values of all other variables and the data. Therefore, Thomas proposed the equation based on this thinking as follows,
i is the counting that does not include the current assignment of z i . This result is quite intuitive; the first ratio expresses the probability of w j under topic j, and the second ratio expresses the probability of topic j assigned in document d i . After obtained the full conditional distribution, the Monte Carlo algorithm is then straightforward. {z i } are initialized to values in {1, 2, · · · , T }, that determines the initial states of the Markov chain. We do this by an online version of Gibbs sampler. Furthermore, all variables are list in Tab. 1, According to Thomass thinking, we derive Gibbs sampler based LDA model so that it can input two variables and cluster them based on semantic information, which present as words from videos by ASR and OCR. Furthermore, given documents contain topics that express over words. Based on [4] , we derive equations that could include two variables. • Choose wi from p (wi|zi, β), a multinomial probability conditional on the topic zi 7: For each word lj in the OCR word set: 8: • Choose zj ∼ M ultinomial (θj). 9: • Choose lj from p (lj|zj, β), a multinomial probability conditional on the topic zi Φ is T × V Markov matrix, where V is the dimension of the vocabulary and T is the dimension of the topics, and each row of matrix denotes the word distribution of a topic. Our strategy for discovering topics differs from previous approaches in not explicitly representing θ and δ as parameters to be estimated, but instead of considering the posterior distribution over the assignments of words to topics p (L|Z). We then obtain estimates of θ and δ by examining this posterior distribution.
We can get formulas including single variable [4] , and integrating out δ i gives the first term
and
where n i j,(·) is the counting of word i has been assigned to topic j in the vector of assignments z, n i (·),r indicates the counting of word i has been assigned to vocabulary r, and Γ (·) is the standard gamma function. Then, we get the Gibbs Sampling Equation as follows
Now we can advise the formula that allow us adding another variable in this model and Gibbs Sampler based LDA model with two variables. We get the equation P (Z|W, L)
Through clustering words by P (W|Z) and P (L|Z), so we get that P (L|W, Z) = P (L|Z). Therefore, (4) can be express as follows
With analyzing this formula, the equation to process two variables is
3 Experiment
In our experiment, we choose 100 lecture videos from http://videolectures.net to have an experiment, and these 100 videos have different titles which focus on Beyesian Process or Dirichlet Process in Machine Learning, which means the words relating to probability knowledge, characterizing method and describing models are involved. Then, we segment them into many shots based on time, for example, we segment a 20-mins video into 20 shots that each shot has 1 minute. Therefore, we totally get 1640 shots and 11000 key frames from these 100 videos.
After that, we use ASR and OCR to extract semantic information from these key frames. The words extracted by ASR and OCR are treated as two kinds of evidences.
Since most existed OCR tools focus on recognize characters instead of words in OCR, a word will be recognized incorrectly even if there is a character in the word is recognized incorrectly. Thus, we need do some spelling check and correction operation after OCR extraction.
In ASR, some speakers teach their lectures with their assent, relating to different countries or different regions, for example, someone speak "dream" as "doraemon"' and "very" as "vely". Besides that, speakers say some prepositions such as "is", "and", "or", so we also need to delete these words and the similar ones after extraction step.
To address these problems, we build up a stop-word dictionary as follows: firstly, we find a stop-word list on the network as initial dictionary; and then through analyzing the extracting information, the words such as "enough" and "local", can be added to dictionary. Repeating this program one by one, we can get dictionary and use it as filter to shield words that have no meaning for discovery knowledge to classify shots. Now we take experiment with extracting semantic information to discovery knowledge and classify these shots into different topics. The dataset of clustering is too large, so we show a part of them.
In Tab. 2 and Tab. 3, we can find some words like "cftp" is not a word that has some mean. Therefore, we state that "cftp" means "coupling from the past" and it occurs in the sentence We borrow methods for inference UGMs: CFTP in Ising and Potts models. Thus, we need to note that this type of word means Abbreviation.
Because they have different titles mainly focus on 3 fields, so we set T = 3, which means we should classify 10 videos include 1100 key frames into 3 topics. Then, we adjust the dimension of vocabulary and topic matrix, so we can index vocabulary and word number clearly. α, λ are the assuming symmetric Dirichlet priors, we set α = 5/T , β = 0.01 and λ = 2.
In Tab. 4, we can find that the words in Topic 1 mostly mean describing probability distribution, the words in Topic 2 focus on the feature of model or characterizing the objects, and Topic 3 mainly involves in analyzing experiment results and performance of models in science field. Then, we can prove multimodal LDA model, processing with two variables with Gibbs Sampler, is useful. Based on these topics and through analyzing the meaning of every topic, we can define topics and may be one topic can be given two or three words for indexing. Users can browse videos through searching these words, and scanning lecture videos directly.
Conclusion and Future Works
We have shown in this paper that multi-modal LDA model is able to discovery semantic information from lecture videos. For the purpose that helping users searching and browsing videos directly, we presented an advised model based on LDA and added another input, so that system classifies lecture videos into few same titles efficient. The main contributed idea is adding one more variable into LDA model based on Gibbs Sampler. Through the model, we can use the semantic information from speaking and slides, but also based on the effect of different extracting technologies, lecture videos can be classified properly. Even with the professional words, this model can achieve the goal, so it will be more effective used in other video like sports, news or movies.
Our future work: (1) in order to improve the accuracy of classification, ASRs or OCRs ability of correction will be improved; (2) using model in video scene classification, extracting semantic information from the dialogue and background; (3) with more other features, we derive novel LDA model to process two different type features parallelly.
